This paper discusses the prospects for very strong HOM damping in multi-cell RF cavities. There has been much progress in recent years towards "HOM-free" singlecell cavities. Many examples are now operating in high current storage rings around the world. There have also been successes in broad-band damping of multi-cell structures to levels appropriate for linear colliders and low average current applications. We describe the use of modem simulation tools to explore the potential for applying these techniques to multicell structures. Such cavities would he useful for high-current, high-power applications such as high luminosity collider storage rings, damping rings, energy recovered linacs and injector systems. nese methods may be applicable in to both room temperature and superconducting cavities.
INTRODUCTION
Strong HOM damping in accelerator RF cavities has become increasingly .important. Storage rings for light sources and colliders now routinely operate with strongly HOM damp4 single-cell cavities. Linear colliders are proposed that rely upon large numbers of multi-cell cavities with moderate HOM damping. Next generation light sources based on energy recovering linacs (EWs) q u i r e a combination of high-gradient multi-cell structures and strong HOM damping. We study some of the factors that influence the ultimate performance of multi-cell structures using numerical simulations.
SIMULATION METHOD
We used the time domain module in MAFIA with a simulated bunch to excite the cavity either on or off axis [I] . By recording the wake potential behind the bunch and taking a Fourier transform we were able to calculate the broad-band impedance spectrum. We used the waveguide boundary condition to terminate the beam pipes and any damping apertures. We have not attempted to model the small coaxial DESY type couplers with this method. We applied the beam pipe, waveguide and beam-pipecoaxial damping methods to a MAFIA model of a singlecell 1.5 GHz cavity. Figure 2 shows the calculated spectra and table 1 lists the resulting loaded Q's and impedance for the strongest monopole HOM ml,). The beam-pipe damping on one or both sides or with flutes is very effective. The waveguides also give very good damping and the beam-pipe coaxial load is not far behind. 
BROAD-BAND DAMPING METHODS
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MULTI-CELL STRUCTURES
To study the dependence of damping on the number of cells we calculated the monopole and dipole spectra with from one to seven cells per cavity, with open beam pipes on both ends. Figure 3 shows the impedance spectra for the TM+,, passband. Tables 3 and 4 To study the effect of cell shape and coupling strength we compared seven-cell cavities with the original Cornell (OC), high @en1 (HG) and low loss (LL) cell shapes [7] . Figure 6 shows the monopole spectrum, while tables 6 and 7 list the peak values for the three passbands. The may decrease the average "real-estate'*gradient This might be offset by sharing HOM loads and power couplers between adjacent cavities in "superstructure" assemblies [61. The maximum number of cells at a given kquency may also be influenced by infrastrucm constraints, or limits on window or HOM load power.
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I TI&,, mode response is similar for the OC and HG shapes, while the LL peak is lower in frequency but similar in amplitude (within ahout a factor of three). The dipole passbands show three distinct spectra and about a factor of two spread in amplitude for the TE,,, mode and about a factor of four in the TM,,, mode. There does not appear to be any correlation between HOM strength ard cell-to-cell coupling in these results. In an operating accelerator the exact mode spectrum could make orders of magnitude difference in BBU threshold and HOM power, so cell profile may be important in this regard. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that strong broad-band HOM coupling techniques used on single-cell cavities can plausibly be applied to multi-cell cavities. None of the schemes described here have been optimized but all show promise. The ultimate limit may be the rate at which energy can propagate through the cavity. To go significantly further we may want to look at more open StNctures. We would like to thank Jacek Sekutowicz for useful discussions on this topic.
